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Global dairy farm equipment 
manufacturer expands regionally
Mueller, a global dairy farm and beer equipment 
manufacturer, explains how TMF Group helped with 
regional expansion and ongoing administrative support. 

About the client
Established in 1940, Paul Mueller Company is headquartered in Missouri, U.S.A., with 
additional manufacturing and sales operations in Iowa, the Netherlands and Vietnam. 
From a stainless steel wine barrel to a one million gallon tank fabricated in the field, 
Mueller employees build innovative processing equipment for use on dairy farms and in a 
wide variety of applications in food, beverage, pharmaceutical and chemical facilities.

In their words
“Mueller Asia started in 2013 with the first milk collection point in Vietnam. We make milk 
collection points, lease them to a dairy company, and sell milk coolers through a dealer in 
Vietnam. The dairy company wants to have a storage and cooling capacity for the milk 
brought from the farmers. So, we found an excellent manufacturer for the milk coolers, 
and an excellent dealer for the installation and maintenance of the equipment in Ho Chi 
Minh City.

“We also use the manufacturer to make new milk coolers for other countries in the Asiatic 
region because it is too expensive to ship them from the Netherlands. We are very 
satisfied with the business we do in Vietnam.”

How TMF Group helped us
“We wanted to upload the administration from TMF Group in our system and the need was 
to make that administration like what we had in the Netherlands. TMF Group set up our 
administrative structure and payroll, standardising our management monthly reports, so 
we could easily implement changes and upload to our group reporting systems. 

“They also helped us transfer the collection points, our investment assets, to the company 
in Vietnam.”

In the future
“In the following years, we aim to increase more milk collection points in Vietnam and 
expand the sales to other Asiatic countries. We want to continue our business with our 
Vietnamese partners, so it is a must to have a good manufacturer and dealer in Vietnam 
as well as a good local accountant - TMF Group - for all the administration and paperwork.”

TMF Group provides the following 
services to Mueller in Vietnam:

 Accounting and tax

 Corporate secretarial 

	HR and payroll

“TMF Group set up our administrative 
structure and payroll, standardising 
our monthly reports, so we could 
easily implement changes and upload 
to our systems.”  

Jan Willem Prins 
Concern Controller 
Mueller Asia Company Limited
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